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WELCOME
On behalf of the Australian and New Zealand Arts Therapy Association (ANZATA) and the Australian Creative 

Arts Therapy Association (ACATA) let us warmly welcome you to Melbourne and to our second jointly run arts 

therapy conference. Our two associations have been forging ever closer ties in recent years and this year both 

associations face vital decisions in order to create a sustainable professional body that can help our members 

and our profession to flourish. We hope that all those who are working in the field of the creative arts therapies 

will Gather, Envision, and Create with us to help shape the future of our emerging profession in our region of 

Asia/Pacific. We are excited to be hosting the event across three different venues that each reflect a different 

aspect of Melbourne’s vibrant arts and culture scene. 

We are delighted to introduce to you our three eminent keynote speakers and masterclass facilitators: Stephen 

Levine, Ellen Levine and Robert Landy, we are very grateful that they are all so keen to join with us to inspire a 

new generation of the arts therapies. You can elect to do masterclasses with them on the Friday and Monday 

on either side of the conference, and you can also mix and mingle with them at our opening celebration on the 

Friday evening at the iconic Dax Centre.

On the first morning of the conference we will begin with a Welcome to Country from Aunty Carolyn Briggs 

which will be followed by our general welcome, after which our guests will present dynamic interactive keynote 

sessions for all delegates, and we will also hear a presentation from Kirsten Meyer and Lucy Bolger introducing 

us to the University of Melbourne’s CATRU (Creative Arts Therapies Research Unit).

ANZATA and ACATA called for proposals from our members for the conference sessions and we were amazed 

at the sheer number and quality of the proposals. As a result you will find the rest of the programme packed with 

a wide array of presentations and workshops. Your choices must be booked online at the time of registering for 

the conference, so get in early to ensure your place in your preferred presentations/workshops.

Both associations will hold their AGMs on the second day, and at this time a limited number of sessions will 

be provided for non-member delegates. It is vital that all ANZATA and ACATA members attend their respective 
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AGMs to ensure that quorums are reached and have a say in important special resolutions that will be voted 

on. After these AGMs there will be an extended lunchtime during which a range of creative activities will be on 

offer to select from. This will be followed by more sessions of presentations and workshops and we will end the 

conference with a plenary session.

We are grateful for the generosity of the University of Melbourne for providing the venue for our conference.  

We would also like to extend our heart-felt appreciation to the conference organising committee, in particular 

to Jackie Burden who has led them so enthusiatically and ably. And to all others, including the respective 

committee members, and volunteers who provided their time, talent, skills, passion, ideas, expertise and 

creativity in making this conference a reality, a big thank you. We are confident that you will be stimulated, 

intrigued and inspired by the presenters and the location of the venues. Do make sure that you take the time to 

stroll in the beautiful gardens at the Abbotsford Convent and opposite the conference venue, and to explore 

the many art galleries in the Southbank precinct, you will find lots of helpful information in this programme to 

assist you. 

Please do enjoy...

Dr Jo Kelly (President ANZATA)

Nyrelle Bade (President ACATA)

If you are not a member of ACATA or ANZATA and you want to keep up to date with conference news, please subscribe 
to the conference e-newsletter – email: acata.anzataconference@gmail.com

Alternatively you can visit the conference facebook page – https://www.facebook.com/events/101041357198633/

On the cover: The art of recovery – one day at a time

The therapeutic street art project at Jewell Station in Brunswick was created by a group of men who have accessed 
support services at VincentCare Victoria’s Quin House and RLAD program. Art therapist Carla van Laar worked with the 
group for three months to develop and paint the mural.

The wall tells a story about a journey from the despair of homelessness and substance dependence towards help, hope 
and connection. The artwork was painted with the intention to reach out to passers-by in the community, to engage 
them, and even make people stop, look and reflect. We see this work as a valuable contribution towards creating a 
community of collaboration, inclusion and care.
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ABOUT MELBOURNE
USEFUL INFORMATION
WEATHER
The average temperatures in December are usually in the 
mid twenties. But evening temperatures can still be quite 
cool so bring something warm. As it is Melbourne which 
has reputation for ‘four seasons in one day’, it is best to 
come prepared for all eventualities.. 

MONEY
The Australian dollar is used.

SMOKING
Smoking is not allowed on public transport, and all indoor 
workplaces have to be smoke-free. The Smoke-free 
Environments Act states that bars, restaurants, casinos, 
clubs, factories, warehouses, work canteens, schools and 
early childhood centres and their grounds have to be 
smoke-free 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

GETTING AROUND
Melbourne is easy to get around by public transport with 
a network of trams, trains and buses. If you are driving to 
Melbourne, please note that the conference venue is in 
the CBD and as such parking is at a premium and can be 
expensive.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN MELBOURNE
myki
myki is the reusable travel card for trains, trams and buses 
in Melbourne and regional Victorian centres. Please note, 
you cannot buy one-off tickets for public transport. It costs 
$6 (concession $3) to purchase a myki card.

For more info go to:
www.ptv.vic.gov.au/tickets/myki
www.ptv.vic.gov.au/tickets/myki/buy-a-myki/
www.ptv.vic.gov.au/tickets/myki/buy-a-myki/myki-retail-
outlets/

Useful Apps:
Public Transport Victoria App
www.ptv.vic.gov.au/getting-around/mobile-apps/

TripGo
To get end-to-end route options incl public transport, 
taxis, walking etc:
Free download from iTunes or Google Play Store

Public Transport Maps
www.ptv.vic.gov.au/getting-around/maps/

The PTV app also includes transport maps

Transport from Airport:
1.  Skybus:  

melbourneairport.com.au/to-from-the-airport/skybus/
overview.html

2. Taxi

ATTRACTIONS WITHIN THE  
CENTRAL CITY
MELBOURNE VISITORS’ CENTRE
Here you’ll find all the information you need for free city 
walks, tours, out of town excursions, the Yarra Valley 
(wine country) native wildlife and the latest events on and 
around Melbourne.
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PLACES OF INTEREST
NGV National Gallery of Victoria and Ian Potter 
Centre: NGV Australia
The National Gallery of Victoria, popularly known as the 
NGV, is an art museum in Melbourne, Australia. Founded 
in 1861, it is Australia’s oldest, largest and most visited 
art museum. It houses a magnificent collection across 
two sites: NGV International, located on St Kilda Road in 
the Melbourne Arts Precinct of Southbank, and the Ian 
Potter Centre: NGV Australia, located nearby at Federation 
Square.

Arts Centre Melbourne
Arts Centre Melbourne is both a defining Melbourne 
landmark and Australia’s largest and busiest performing 
arts centre hosting national and state music, opera, 
theatre and dance companies, together with local 
companies, and festivals.

Australian Centre of Contemporary Art (ACCA) 
The Australian Centre For Contemporary Art (ACCA) is a 
contemporary art gallery in Melbourne, Australia.

Australian Centre of the Moving Image (ACMI) 
Federation Square
ACMI is home to Australia’s premier moving image 
collection, spanning screen culture history and available 
to discover at our Australian Mediatheque. Visitors can 
explore free, interactive Screen Worlds exhibition and 
an ever-changing program of world class exhibitions, 
including many Australian exclusives.

Bunjilaka Melbourne Museum 
With the opening of First Peoples in 2013, Bunjilaka 
presents the Koorie experience with immense power, 
depth and respect in a major permanent exhibition 
entirely co-created with Aboriginal people. Bunjilaka’s art 
space, Birrarung Gallery, holds three exhibitions a year of 
work by contemporary Koorie artists.

State Library of Victoria
This magnificent building is home to over 2 million books, 
a landmark reading dome and it also houses the original 
armour of Ned Kelly.

Curtin House
On the 3rd floor of Curtin House in Swanston Street is 
Metropolis Bookshop which specialises in art and popular 
culture. And if you head further up the stairs you’ll find 
the Roof Top Bar and Cinema with fantastic views of the 
surround CBD.

Art Play
Art Play, which is situated behind Federation Square on 
the banks of the Yarra, is dedicated to promoting art play 
for children, running activities and events for kids as well 
as professional development for teachers and others. It’s 
also an interesting building in its own right.

Southbank
Follow the Yarra River by the shopping complexes and 
casino for a lovely journey that includes, restaurants, bars, 
sculptures and street performers.

Arts’ Precinct Sunday Market
Every Sunday, 10am-4pm, local artisans fill Arts Centre 
Melbourne’s Lawn to showcase their unique, handmade 
goods ranging from arts and crafts to freshly made 
delicacies.

Botanical Gardens
More than 8,500 plant species from around the world 
are presented in a kaleidoscope of colour and texture. 
Sweeping lawns, tranquil lakes and majestic trees are 
home to an amazing range of wildlife.

Queen Vic Market
Melbourne’s favourite shopping destination.

The Nicholas Building 
On the corner of Flinders Lane and Swanston Street, the 
Nicholas Building is home to a number of design and 
art studios, galleries, a great poetry bookshop, vintage 
clothes shop and amazing specialty bead shop.

Significant streets
Brunswick Street 
Brunswick St, in inner northern Melbourne, is known for 
cafés, live music venues and alternative fashion shops - 
particularly vintage wear. A fantastic night spot.

Degraves Street
A funky lane filled with a smorgasbord of cusine perfect 
for breakfast and lunch.

Flinders Lane
Home to some great small galleries such as Craft Victoria, 
45 Downstairs and Flinders Lane Gallery as well as 
restaurants and boutique shopping.

Hosier Lane
A major street art precinct where graffiti artists legally 
create thought provoking social commentary. It’s 
impossible to take a bad photograph amongst this array 
of colour.

Gertrude Street
In just one strip you’ll find bars, restaurants, galleries, 
boutiques, vintage wares, costume hire and old-school 
pubs.Chapel Street.

Lygon Street
Famous Italian Street with great restaurants such Tiamo, 
the famous Brunetti cafe and Como Cinemas

HELPFUL LINKS
Time Out Melbourne for great restaurant and entertaining 
ideas!

www.visitvictoria.com/melbourne/

Melbourne Notes
City of Melbourne What’s On
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ACCOMMODATION
UPPER-END
(approx $150-$200 per night)

The Art Series Hotels (The Blackman) 
A destination perfect for business or leisure travellers 
boasting contemporary unique interiors just a stones trow 
from the CBD. 
452 St Kilda Rd, Melbourne VIC 3004  
(03) 9039 1444 
www.artserieshotels.com.au/blackman/

The Langham Hotel 
Overlooking the banks of the Yarra River, an idyllic urban 
haven. Delight in easy access to the city’s sights and 
plush natural parks from the hotel’s exclusive Southbank 
address. 
1 Southgate Avenue, Southbank, Melbourne, VIC 3006 
(03) 8696 8888
www.langhamhotels.com/en/the-langham/melbourne/

Home at the Mansion 
Located within a grand, heritage building, this is one of 
Melbourne’s few hostels with genuine character. Situated 
right next to Brunswick St, the free city circle tram line, 
Carlton Gardens and just minutes from China Town, 
Federation Square and the MCG you won’t find a better 
spot! 
www.homeatthemansion.com/the-hostel

Travelodge, Southbank
9 Riverside Quay, Southbank VIC 3006
(03) 8696 9600
www.travelodge.com.au/hotel/melbourne-southbank/

Rendezvous Melbourne
328 Flinders St, Melbourne VIC 3000
(03) 9250 1888
www.rendezvoushotels.com/hotel/Melbourne/

Seasons Botanic Gardens
348 St Kilda Road, Melbourne
(03) 9685 3000
www.sahg.com.au/seasons-botanic-gardens-melbourne

Quest Southbank
12-16 Kavanagh St, Melbourne
(03) 9694 5600
www.questapartments.com.au/

MID-RANGE 
(approx $85 to $130 per night)

The Victoria Hotel
215 Little Collins St, Melbourne VIC 3000
(03) 9669 0000
www.victoriahotel.com.au/

Pensione Hotel
16 Spencer Street, Melbourne
1800 816 168
www.pensione.com.au/melbourne

Great Southern Hotel
44 Spencer St, Melbourne VIC 3000
(03) 9629 6991
www.greatsouthernhotel.com.au

Causeway 353
353 Little Collins St, Melbourne VIC 3000
(03) 9668 1888
www.causeway.com.au

VERY BUDGET
(approx $200 for 5 days – shared/dorm)

Nomads All Nations
2 Spencer Street, Melbourne
(03) 9620 1022
www.hostelworld.com/Melbourne/Nomads

United Backpackers
250 Flinders Street, Melbourne
(03) 9654 2616
www.unitedbackpackers.com.au/

Melbourne Central YHA Hostel
562 Flinders Street, Melbourne
1800 728 619
www.yha.com.au/hostels/vic/melbourne-hostels

For further accommodation options please check these 
websites:
www.airbnb.com
www.stayz.com
www.lastminute.com.au
www.tripadviser.com
www.trivago.com.au
www.wotif.com
www.bookings.com 
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Gather, Envision, Create: A new generation for the arts 
therapies will be held over three special venues unique to 
Melbourne. 

The masterclasses will be held at Abbotsford Convent, 
at 1 St Heliers Rd, Abbotsford. This is a community arts 
precinct of heritage buildings set in lush grounds beside 
the Yarra river.

The Friday welcome celebration drinks and poetry jam will 
take place at the Dax Centre Gallery in the grounds of the 
University of Melbourne, Parkville.

The conference will be held where the Creative Arts 
Therapies Research Unit (CATRU) of the University of 
Melbourne is situated. This is the Victoria College of the 
Arts Campus at 234 St Kilda Rd, Southbank, Melbourne 
CBD.

THE VENUES
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ABBOTSFORD CONVENT PRECINCT
MASTERCLASSES – FRIDAY 8 AND MONDAY 11 DECEMBER

1. St Mary
2. Mercator
3. Sacred Heart
4. Separation Tree
5. St Anne’s
6. Sacred Heart Laundries
7. Industrial School
8. Gate Two

9. Former Workshop
10. Providence
11. Gate One
12. Rosina
13. River Red Gum
14. Annexe

Registration for the masterclasses will be held outside 
Bishops Parlour. There you will be directed to the venue 
for the masterclass you have signed up for.

Lunch is not included in the cost of the masterclasses. 
There are a number of great cafes in the Abbotsford 
Convent grounds for you to choose from.

The Abbotsford Convent website has lots of information 
about the venue. Please visit the Abbotsford Convent 
website to find out about getting to the venue by car, 
train, tram, bike and bus. There is also info about parking 
and wheelchair access and facilities.

15. St Euphrasia
16. Convent
17. Chapel
18. Holm Oak

Abbotsford Convent – 1 St Heliers St, Abbotsford  
www.abbotsfordconvent.com.au

19. Clarke Street Gardens
20. French Meadows

St Heliers
Community

Store
Courtyard

Bishop’s
Parlour

Community Room

Salon

MASTERCLASS VENUES IN CONVENT BUILDING

ABBOTSFORD 
CONVENT CAFES

17

1

9

5

13

18
2

10

6

14 19

3

11

7

15

20
4

12

8

16

16

Convent Bakery

The Farm Cafe

Cams Kiosk

Kappaya

Lentil as Anything

On this Day

Convent Bar
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CATRU, VCA, UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE, ST KILDA RD
CONFERENCE – SATURDAY 9 AND SUNDAY 10 DECEMBER

S
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Southbank Blvd

Old Police Hospital

Cafe

Performing Arts 
Dance Studios

Disabled carpark

Federation Hall

Film and Television

Elizabeth
Murdoch
Building

Melbourne Conservatorium of Music

Grant St

Registration for the conference will be held outside Federation Hall.

As the venue is a little complex, there will be good signage and volunteers to point you to all the rooms.

CATRU– 234 St Kilda Rd, Southbank, Melbourne CBD 

FH

ML

S1

S2

S3

S4

AS

Federation Hall

Music Lecture Hall

Studio 1

Studio 2

Studio 3

Studio 4

Art-making Space

FH

ML

S1

S2

S3

S4

AS
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ANZATA/ACATA OPENING CELEBRATION AND POETRY JAM
ANZATA and ACATA invite conference delegates to join us at an informal celebration of the opening of the 2017 
conference. We are excited to host this event at the Dax Centre which has played a pivotal role in the arts and well-being 
in Australia for many years. The evening will consist of informal meeting and greeting, welcoming address and drinks 
and nibbles. For the first time at an ANZATA/ACATA event, we are pleased to host a poetry jam to enliven the evening 
with some AT creativity and performance, setting the scene for the conference ahead.

ABOUT THE DAX CENTRE
The Dax Centre is named after Dr Eric Cunningham Dax (1908–2008). Dr Dax was a pioneer on two major fronts: 
the development of mental health care which transformed asylums into communities offering respect and care for 
individuals with mental illness, and in the use of art to promote clinical insight and mental health improvements. He is 
credited with the formal introduction of art programs into institutions and treatment programs for patients with mental 
illness in Melbourne. 

The Dax Centre conducts programs that utilise the Cunningham Dax Collection. The Dax Centre uses this Collection 
as the centrepiece of exhibitions and learning programs for students at all levels, as well as for the community at large. 
The Centre also conducts specially directed projects in order to promote mental wellbeing. Our staff works closely with 
artists and communities who contribute their work and life stories to the Cunningham Dax 
Collection. The Centre partners and collaborates with organisations that share a common 
interest in improving mental health and promoting mental well-being by increasing 
understanding of mental illness and psychological trauma.

OPENING CELEBRATION

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE POETRY JAM?
The Dax Centre Gallery has perfect acoustics for poetry performance. We invite conference delegates to perform 
their poems on our opening night celebration. We will have two jam sessions during the evening. If you would like to 
participate in this exciting event, please send your details to acata.anzataconference@gmail.com with ‘Poetry Jam’ in the 
subject line. Include your name, contact and approximate time needed to perform your work by Sunday 5 November.

Friday 8 December from 5.30pm   Drinks and nibbles provided  
Only $35 (tickets to be purchased when you book online for the conference)
30 Royal Parade in the Kenneth Myer Building of the University of Melbourne
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Lunch

A. Play and art in therapy with children and parents

Ellen Levine

C. Trauma, therapy and the arts 
Stephen Levine

B.  Role theory and role method in dramatherapy 
(Part One)

Robert Landy

B.  Role theory and role method in dramatherapy 
(Part Two)

Robert Landy

9.00-9.30

9.30-12.30

12.30-1.30

1.30-4.30

Registration

Masterclass schedule for both Friday 8 December and Monday 11 December

p12 p13

p13

DWMW

MW

MASTERCLASSES

MW

  PLAY AND ART IN THERAPY WITH CHILDREN AND PARENTS

ELLEN LEVINE

In this masterclass, we will look at the ways in which 
an expressive arts therapy framework can enhance 
therapeutic work with children and parents. Ellen will 
present some material from her more than thirty years of 
clinical practice as well as her theoretical evolution from 
psychoanalysis to expressive arts therapy. Participants 
will have the opportunity to explore issues in their practice 
through the arts and to observe a demonstration session 
of supervision from an expressive arts perspective.

Ellen G. Levine
PhD, MSW, ATR-BC, REAT, RSW 

In Toronto, Ellen is a Senior Staff Social Worker 
at the Hincks-Dellcrest Centre for Children’s 
Mental Health where she teaches, supervises 
and practices in the areas of play therapy, 
group therapy and expressive arts therapy. 
She is co-founder and faculty member of 
The CREATE Institute in Toronto, a three-

year training program in expressive arts therapy. She is a Professor 
and Core Faculty member of the European Graduate School in 
Switzerland, a summer school program that awards Masters and 
Doctoral Degrees in the Division of Arts, Health and Society.

Ellen has published widely and has exhibited her paintings in 
Canada, the United States and at the European Graduate School in 
Switzerland. She has also studied clown and mask work with Richard 
Pochinko (in Toronto), Phillippe Gaulier (in London) and others. She 
performs as part of the clown couple, Max and Sadie. 

A

BP

BP S

BP

Dramatherapy Workshop

Multimodal Workshop

Page no. of descriptionpX

MW

DW Bishops Parlour

Salon

BP

S
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DW

  ROLE THEORY AND ROLE METHOD IN DRAMA THERAPY

ROBERT LANDY

Robert Landy will discuss and demonstrate his role theory 
and method developed over 40 years as a clinician 
and researcher. All will experience the concepts of role, 
counterrole and guide through the structure of the 
classical hero’s journey. The group members will create 
their own hero’s journey through writing, drawing and 
enactment. Following the experience, the group will 
reflect upon the work and seek to understand it in terms 
of the interrelated concepts.

B

S

MW

 TRAUMA , THERAPY AND THE ARTS

STEPHEN LEVINE

In this master class, we will explore the capacity of 
art-making to hold human suffering and to find ways to 
respond to it through acts of shaping.  Participants will 
engage with different arts modalities: movement, visual 
art, and poetry, in order to better understand both the 
resources which art-making provides and the challenges 
which also go along with an artistic process.

C

BP
Stephen K. Levine
PhD, DSSC, REAT

Stephen Levine is Professor Emeritus of 
social science and social and political 
thought at York University (Toronto), 
Founding Dean of and Professor in the 
doctoral program in expressive arts at the 
European Graduate School in Switzerland, 
and founder of and faculty at The Create 

Institute, a three-year training program in expressive arts therapy in 
Toronto. He is also a founder of IEATA (International Expressive Arts 
Therapy Association).

Steve is the author, co-author and editor of many works in the field 
of expressive arts therapy. He is a poet, actor and clown. He has 
published a book of anti-war poetry, Song the Only Victory: Poetry 
Against War. As an actor, he has performed internationally. He 
has taught clown and other forms of physical theatre in North and 
South America, Europe and the Middle East and performs with Ellen 
Levine in the clown duo, Max and Sadie.

Robert J. Landy
PhD

Robert Landy is Professor of Educational 
Theatre and Applied Psychology and the 
Founding Director of the Drama Therapy 
Program at New York University. At NYU, he 
innovated the therapeutic theatre series, 
‘As Performance’, focusing on the impact of 
race, mental illness, disability, sexuality and 

violence upon individuals and cultures. A pioneer founder of the 
field of Drama Therapy, Dr Landy is a therapist, theatre artist, scholar 
and writer whose work includes numerous books, articles, songs, 
plays, films and an on-going blog in Psychology Today. His musical 
play, ‘God Lives in Glass,’ has been widely performed throughout 
the US. In addition, Landy is a fine-arts photographer who has 
exhibited his work in New York City galleries.
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1. Keynote One: Poiesis: Philosophical foundations of the arts therapies

Ellen Levine and Steven Levine

2. Keynote Two: Squaring the circle: A dramatherapist reflects on the search for integration 

within a world of refugees

Robert Landy

3. Confluences and convergences: Developing the Creative Arts Therapy Research Unit (CATRU)

Kirsten Meyer and Lucy Bolger

4a. Processing 
hurt and fear of 
children who 
have experienced 
family violence 
with art therapy

Monica Finch

10. Drawing on 
hope: A virtual 
reality project

Kathrin Marks

11. Envisioning 
art therapy 
through the 
practice of 
contemporary 
art: An innovative 
model in creative 
arts therapies 
education

Sheridan Linnell 
Joy Paton

6. Assessing 
clients’ progress 
in creative arts 
therapies: Using 
iPad app Marking 
the Moves 

Tessa Hens

12. Art therapy 
and substance 
dependence

Ann-Maree See

7. The use of 
creative arts 
therapies to 
support trauma-
informed school 
based practices 

Justine Wake 
Tania Balil 
John Rohrig

13. Art therapy 
in Bandung: 
Challenges and 
opportunities in 
its dawn 

Ardhana Riswarie

8. Using art 
therapy to chase 
anxiety and the 
black dog of 
depression 

Emma Finch 
Alex Mills 
Joellen Lily 
Margaret Crutch

14. Empowered 
to create: The 
therapeutic use 
of digital media 
by an adolescent 
with Cerebral 
Palsy 

Poh Shu Ning

9. Found art: 
The beauty and 
promised in the 
mundane 

Daniel Wong

15. A distillation: 
Navigating a 
multi-disciplinary 
Hospice setting 
in Singapore

Grace Ong Xuelin 
Vivian Wong Siew 
Kin

4b. Using arts 
therapy to 
amplify children’s 
voices in complex 
family settings

Meike Zielinski 
Sue Pratt 

8.00-9.00

9.00-9.15

9.15-9.45

9.45-10.45

10.45-11.00

11.00-12.00

12.00-12.30

12.30-1.30

Time slot A 
1.30-3.00

3.00-3.30

Time slot B 
3.30-4.00

Registration

Morning Tea

Lunch

Welcome to Country

ANZATA/ACATA Welcome, ANZJAT Launch, Housekeeping

CONFERENCE DAY ONE

AP

Afternoon Tea

MP

MD

MD

MD

MD MD AW

AP AP AP AP

APAP

AP

MW

MP

DP

5. The arts of 
making sense: 
Arts-based 
research through 
autoethnography

Deborah Green 
with Whitecliffe 
MAAT students: 
Kathrin Marks  
Rei Lambert  
Ingrid Wang,  
Mary McGeever 
Naomi Malone 
Mary Weir 
Istvan Csata  
Rosa Heney

RWRP

FH

FH

FH

FH

FH

FH

FH

ML

ML

S1

S1

S2

S2

S3

S3

S4

S4

MP

MP

FH

FH

p18

p18

p18

p19

p19

p23 p23 p24 p24 p24 p25

p20 p20 p21 p21 p22
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Time Slot C 
4.15-5.45

AW AWAWAP AP DW

DP

16a. ‘I don’t want 
to talk about it’: 
Exploring how 
disclosure occurs 
in arts therapy 

Paula Gillespie-
Fotheringham

MP

17a. I’m new 
here: A Sanford 
Meisner-based 
dramatherapy 
intervention 
in refugee 
communities

Mikel D.C. Moss

16b. Mentalizing 
in art therapy: 
Effect on affect 
regulation in the 
client diagnosed 
with borderline 
personality 
disorder

Lie Ping Ling 
Pamela

17b. Tapestries 
of resilience: 
An arts-based 
approach to 
enhancing 
resilience of 
World Vision’s 
humanitarian 
staff

Lama Majaj

18. Clown 
workshop:  
Playful self-
discovery 

Liz Dowling

19. ‘What’s 
DAT?’: An 
emerging 
approach to 
working with 
children with 
special needs 

Alvin Khoo

21. A new frame: 
For online 
art therapy 
supervision and 
teaching 

Maggie Wilson 
Jane O’Sullivan

p26 p26

p26 p27 p27 p27 p28 p28AW

20. Trauma and 
memory 

Cornelia Elbrecht

FH

FH

ML

ML

S1 S2 S3 S4

Art Therapy Workshop

Art Therapy Presentation

Dramatherapy Workshop

Dramatherapy Presentation

Dance/Movement Therapy Workshop

Dance/Movement Therapy Presentation

Multi-disciplinary pX

RW

RP

PW

MD

AW

AP

MW

MP

DW

DW

DP

DP

Federation Hall

Music Lecture Hall

Studio 1

Studio 2

Studio 3

Studio 4

Art-making Space

Multimodal Workshop

Multimodal Presentation

Play Therapy Workshop

Play Therapy Presentation

Research Workshop

Research Presentation

Page no. of description

PP

FH

ML

S1

S2

S3

S4

AS
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30. Introduction 
to Synergetic 
Play Therapy: 
Integrating 
trauma in the art 
psychotherapy 
room

Victoria Soar

34. Creating 
person-centred 
outcome 
measures

Caroline Miller

32. Girls, 
Asperger’s, arts 
therapy

Sarah Kipnis

35. Constructing 
different 
perspectives

Lucilla Stewart

33. Educators’ 
Forum

Course 
coordinators of 
arts therapies 
programmes

28. Cognitive 
Behaviour Drama

Haris Karnezi

29. Stories to 
heal by

Pam Blamey

29e. Disability 
Poetics

Supreet Chadha

23. Transforming 
trauma: A 
transpersonal 
approach to arts 
therapies for 
veterans mental 
health

Karin Foxwell

24. Butterflies, 
oceans and wars: 
Story creation 
to express and 
explore suicide 
bereavement 

Manuela Macri

25. Beyond 
binaries: 
Queering arts 
therapies 

Asha Zappa  
Vic Segedin

26. Circumventing 
Asian cultural 
norms using the 
arts 

Marissa Teo

27. Community, 
compassion 
and integrity: 
Consideration 
to ethics within 
art(s) therapy 
community 
projects 

Ronald P.M.H. Lay

Morning Tea

Lunch + Festival activities  
Details will be available at the conference

Afternoon Tea

PP

MD

AWAP MW

MW MP MW

MW MW

MP

MP

RW

DW

DW

DP

DP

ANZATA/ACATA AGM Introduction

ANZATA AGM ACATA AGM

31a. Transcending 
Isolation: Group 
art therapy for 
male inmates 
in solitary 
confinement

Aaron Leng

31b. Family 
art therapy in 
Singapore with 
families affected 
by incarceration

Ivy Yeo 

AP

AP

Time slot D 
9.00-10.00

10.00-10.15

10.15-10.30

Time slot E 
10.30-12.00

12.00-1.30

Time Slot F 
1.30-3.00

3.00-3.30

FH

FH

FH

FH

ML

ML

ML

ML

S1

S1

S1

S2

S2 S3

S2

S3

S3

S4

S4

22. The power 
of an image to 
hold a cancer 
experience

Kay Gravell

MP

CONFERENCE DAY TWO

p29 p29 p30 p30 p31 p31

p32 p32 p32

p34

p34p34 p35 p35 p35 p36

p33 p33

ANZATA and ACATA members  
are expected to attend their 

respective AGMS

Particpants who are not ANZATA and ACATA members are able to  
choose which session they would like to attend from these  

three options at the time of this timeslot
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37. Envisioning 
a new approach 
to the Bird’s 
Nest Drawing: 
Transforming 
an arts-based 
assessment into 
intervention in 
infant mental 
health

Emma Hodges 
Bianca Morrison

38. Why do 
we do what 
we do? How 
does creative 
arts therapy 
integrate into 
daily life? 

Jung-Hsu 
Jacquelyn Wan

39. Arts therapy 
and psycho-
education 

Penelope James

40. From dusk 
till dawn: 
Finding healing 
through creative 
expressions 

Pang Kim Hau 
Calvin 
Ronald P.M.H. Lay

Closing Plenary

AW AWAW

41. Gathering 
practice wisdom: 
Creating trauma-
informed 
art therapy 
methodologies

Cath Lappin

Time Slot G 
3.30-4.30

4.45-5.15

MW MWDWMP

36. The art 
of critical 
conversations: Art 
therapies within 
social/political 
discourses

Catherine 
Camden-Pratt

FH

FH ML S1 S2 S3 S4

Art Therapy Workshop

Art Therapy Presentation

Dramatherapy Workshop

Dramatherapy Presentation

Dance/Movement Therapy Workshop

Dance/Movement Therapy Presentation

Multi-disciplinary pX

RW

RP

PW

MD

AW

AP

MW

MP

DW

DW

DP

DP

Federation Hall

Music Lecture Hall

Studio 1

Studio 2

Studio 3

Studio 4

Art-making Space

Multimodal Workshop

Multimodal Presentation

Play Therapy Workshop

Play Therapy Presentation

Research Workshop

Research Presentation

Page no. of description

PP

FH

ML

S1

S2

S3

S4

AS

p37 p37 p38 p38 p39 p39
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SATURDAY MORNING

FH

FH

FH

MP

MP

MP

  POIESIS: PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE ARTS THERAPIES 

ELLEN LEVINE AND STEPHEN LEVINE

  SQUARING THE CIRCLE: A DRAMA THERAPIST REFLECTS ON THE 
SEARCH FOR INTEGRATION WITHIN A WORLD OF REFUGEES 

ROBERT LANDY

  CONFLUENCES AND CONVERGENCES: DEVELOPING THE CREATIVE 
ARTS THERAPY RESEARCH UNIT (CATRU)

KIRSTEN MEYER AND LUCY BOLGER

In this lecture/presentation, Stephen Levine will present 
the philosophical background for an understanding of 
the arts therapies, developing the concept of poiesis as 
the basis for a theory indigenous to the arts. Ellen Levine 
will engage in the poietic act of painting, sharing her 
reflections on the experience and on the emerging work. 

Through images and words, Robert Landy will explore the 
concepts of individuation and integration from a drama 
therapy point of view, applying these understandings to 
the role of the refugee as a political and psychological 
entity in search of home 

In this paper, we describe the process of developing 
and participating in the Creative Arts Therapy Research 
Unit (CATRU) at the University of Melbourne, Australia. 
CATRU brings together doctoral researchers from Drama, 
Art, Music and Dance Movement Therapies as a single 
doctoral research community. The program is a new 
initiative in the Australian context, which seeks to foster a 
flourishing research culture and grow the evidence base 
of the creative arts therapies. In this forum we investigate 
the interplay between disciplinary perspectives in the 
creative arts therapies: Art, Drama, Dance Movement 
and Music. Synergies, divergences, and individual 
perspectives are celebrated, unpacked and interrogated 
together. 

Ellen G. Levine
PhD, MSW, ATR-BC, REAT, RSW 

See page 12

Stephen K. Levine
PhD, DSSC, REAT

See page 13

Robert J. Landy
PhD

See page 13

Kirsten Meyer
Post Grad Dip Dramatherapy

Kirsten is a dramatherapist by training and has 17 years of experience 
as therapist, facilitator and educator in both South Africa and Australia. 
She has worked in clinical, educational and community settings, 
with a particular interest in group work and the intertwining of the 
psychological, social and political dimensions of stasis and change.  
In 2001 she co-founded the Zakheni Arts Therapy Foundation in 
South Africa, with the aim of working collaboratively across arts 
therapy modalities and with communities. She is currently completing 
her PhD research through Victoria University, Melbourne, Australia.

Dr Lucy Bolger
PhD Music Therapy

Lucy has 13 years of experience in creative arts therapy training, 
research and practice. In her disciplinary area of music therapy, Lucy 
has worked with people at all stages of life, in clinical and community 
settings, in Australia and internationally.  She completed her PhD 
in 2013, examining processes of collaboration with communities 
supporting marginalised youth. Lucy then coordinated and delivered 
a post-graduate music therapy training program in India for two years, 
before returning to her current role at Melbourne University. 

1

2

3
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  PROCESSING HURT AND FEAR OF CHILDREN WHO HAVE 
EXPERIENCED FAMILY VIOLENCE WITH ART THERAPY

MONICA FINCH

  USING ARTS THERAPY TO AMPLIFY CHILDREN’S VOICES IN 
COMPLEX FAMILY SETTINGS

MEIKE ZIELINSKI AND SUE PRATT

Contemporary families have ever more complex and 
blended presentations when utilising support services. 
The voice of the child can be lost or difficult to hold within 
traumatised and high conflict families. Meike and Sue 
have incorporated an arts therapy based approach within 
two of the newer programs, designed to assist vulnerable 
and displaced children, offered at Lifeworks Relationship 
Counselling and Education Services in Melbourne. These 
are the Child Inclusive Practice model within the Family 
Mediation & Dispute Resolution Service and the Inter 
Country Adoption Family Service. These programs will be 
presented with case study examples.

Meike Zielinski (Aust)
BAppSc (OT), Grad Dip, MA (Creative Arts Practice), AHPRA

As a registered and mental health credentialed Occupational 
Therapist and Counsellor/Educator Meike has worked for over 
20 years in the field of health and wellbeing in public and private 
practice. She has worked in the disability, mental health and 
substance abuse sectors with clients, carers and staff as well as 
having an ongoing interest in using multimodal arts for personal 
and professional development including peer supervision. Meike 
has extensive groupwork experience and delivered training in a 
broad range of areas. Following completion of a Masters in Creative 
Arts Practice Meike has incorporated arts based inquiry into her 
counselling work and taught students at the post graduate level. 
She is particularly interested in working with young people and their 
families, using a trauma informed lens as well as emotionally focused 
and body-oriented approaches.

Sue Pratt
MA (Experiential and Creative Arts Therapy), BEd (Counselling), BBS 
(Psychology), AHPRA

Sue manages the clinical services for LifeWorks Relationship 
Counselling and Education Services in Victoria. She is a registered 
Supervising and Counselling Psychologist with 25 years of 
experience in providing counselling and group psycho-education 
services. A key feature of her work has been the provision of 
relationship and individual counselling in public, private and 
organisational contexts.  Following the completion of a Masters 
in Experiential and Creative Arts Therapies, Sue has taught and 
supervised arts therapy students, in the development of their 
counselling and group process skills. Sue is a passionate advocate 
for human rights, gender equity and the environment, all of which 
enhance her understanding of the complexities facing modern 
families.

A presentation of three case studies documenting the 
experience of children impacted by experiencing family 
violence (FV). These will demonstrate how working 
from a person-centred approach informs the process 
and provides solutions to the challenges of working 
with cultural differences. We’ll explore the difficulties of 
working with children who have experienced trauma 
and who may continue to be at risk of harm. Other effects 
of FV such as displacement, family estrangement and 
emotional distress are long lasting but can be eased 
using a person-centered approach as demonstrated here. 
This presentation will include an art therapy activity. 

Monica Finch (Aust) 
MA ATh, AdvDipTranspersonal Art Therapy, AThR

Monica has over ten years’ experience as a counsellor and 
case manager in the areas of: Drug and Alcohol; Mental Health; 
Family Violence and Family Services. Currently in private 
practice – Ballarat Art Therapies – she supports people who 
have experienced difficult relationships, grief and loss, mental 
illness, abuse, trauma, and addictions. She is also interested in 
developing programs and promoting art therapy by presenting 
in conferences and facilitating workshops. Monica specialises 
in working with vulnerable children and adolescents who have 
experienced trauma. 

4a

4b

TIME SLOT A   1.30–3.00 Saturday

AP

MP FH

FH
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  THE ARTS OF MAKING SENSE: ARTS-BASED RESEARCH THROUGH 
AUTOETHNOGRAPHY

DEBORAH GREEN with Whitecliffe MAAT Students: KATHRIN MARKS, REI LAMBERT, INGRID 
WANG, MARY MCGEEVER, NAOMI MALONE, MARY WEIR,  ISTVAN CSATA and ROSA HENEY

  ASSESSING CLIENTS’ PROGRESS IN CREATIVE ARTS THERAPIES: 
USING IPAD APP MARKING THE MOVES 

TESSA HENS

Arts-based research through autoethnography (ABRA) 
makes sense of arts therapy by inviting heart/head/
body/soul/context/theory into creative conversations. 
Researchers engage physical senses, implicit soul- or 
felt-senses, and/or heart- and head-lead senses to chart a 
new sense of direction. Lecturer Dr. Deborah Green joins 
Arts Therapy Masters students from Whitecliffe College of 
Arts & Design (New Zealand) in a cartographic bricolage 
of creatively storied vignettes detailing their expeditions 
through the terrain of ABRA. Participation is invited as we 
explore pre-journey jitters and joys, traverse topographic 
highs and lows, and gaze back at emergent map/s only 
visible at the journey’s end.

Health and human services are increasingly required 
to demonstrate effectiveness of their programs. For 
example, the Australian National Disabilities Insurance 
Scheme (NDIS) offers funding for programs that 
support clients’ progress towards specific criteria. This 
requirement is challenging for creative arts therapists, 
who have few well developed assessment frameworks or 
tools. This workshop introduces an iPad app assessment 
tool, Marking the Moves, developed to support 
assessment by creative arts therapists. Participants will 
view its application in a therapeutic program for adults 
with intellectual disabilities, and then explore its use for 
their own practice. Assessment data discussed includes 
quantitative scores, qualitative observations, photos, 
videos and clients’ reflections. 

Dr Deborah Green (NZ) 
PhD, MAAT(Clinical), MEd, PGDip(Education), BA(Hons), AThR

Deborah Green is senior lecturer in Arts Therapy for Whitecliffe  
College of Arts & Design. Initially an applied theatre practitioner and 
HIV/AIDS/lifeskills/development educator and counsellor within the 
South African University, NGO and Health sectors, she responded to  
the Canterbury earthquakes (2010/11) by offering group and 
individual arts therapy for the quake-affected. She gained her PhD for 
an arts-based autoethnographic study of this work and is currently 
redeveloping the Research component of the Whitecliffe MAAT 
programme to include more ABR.

Kathrin Marks, Rei Lambert, Ingrid Wang,  
Mary McGeever (NZ)
Currently in Year 3 MAAT

Naomi Malone, Mary Weir, Istvan Csata, Rosa Heney (NZ)
Currently in Year 2 MAAT

They are all students of the Masters of Arts in Arts Therapy (Whitecliffe 
College of Arts & Design, New Zealand), and are all engaged with  
arts-based research through autoethnography.

Tessa Hens (Aust)
BA, GradDipDMT, GradDipTeaching

Tessa Hens, DTAA (Associate Member), specialises in working with 
adults and children with intellectual and physical disabilities. After 
working for six years in London at a specialist college with young 
adults with learning disabilities, Tessa has returned to Australia 
to develop her dance movement therapy work with the same 
population. Tessa is also undertaking a Bachelor of Teaching in Early 
Learning and Primary and has an interest in exploring relationships 
between movement, creative arts and learning in early life. 
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  THE USE OF CREATIVE ARTS THERAPIES TO SUPPORT  
TRAUMA-INFORMED SCHOOL BASED PRACTICES 

JUSTINE WAKE, TANIA BALIL AND JOHN ROHRIG

  USING ART THERAPY TO CHASE ANXIETY AND THE BLACK DOG  
OF DEPRESSION 

EMMA FINCH, ALEX MILLS, JOELLEN LILY AND MARGARET CRUTCH

This workshop is based on the Creative Arts Therapies 
(CAT) program established three years ago in a Brisbane 
Southside Primary School. The program was established 
to support English as an Additional Language/Dialect 
(EAL/D) students primarily of refugee background in 
the following areas: settlement, emotional well-being, 
language acquisition, motor skills development and 
social skills acquisition. The CAT Team quickly identified 
the prevalence of complex trauma experiences in 
students being referred into the program. As the program 
developed, mainstream students have also started to be 
referred to the program. These students are identified as 
being ‘at risk’ due to adverse home environment, history 
of trauma, learning difficulties or other special needs. 
The CAT program supports students using a modified 
therapeutic intervention. In this context the CAT team has 
identified a need to modify therapeutic interventions due 
to special considerations specifically relating to working 
in an educational setting. This workshop will provide 
attendees with an experiential and didactic experience 
based on the school-based program. 

This presentation will demonstrate the use of art therapy 
to treat anxiety and depression. It will show the benefits of 
clients exhibiting their artwork in a Black Dog exhibition 
and in a public forum together with other artists who 
have struggled with anxiety and depression. The annual 
exhibition has brought together a local community to 
help break down barriers and reduce stigma of mental 
illness. A documentary about the process has been 
developed and will be shown and discussed as part 
of this presentation. The workshop will demonstrate 
some techniques used in community art groups and will 
demonstrate how powerful this process can be.

Justine Wake (Aust) 
BA, MMH Art therapy, AThR

Justine Wake is a counsellor and registered art therapist based 
in Queensland. Justine works in private practice, for Education 
Queensland and for Qld Health. Justine has over 17 years experience 
working with children, young people and adults in mental health 
settings. Her art therapy training was undertaken in the Masters of 
Mental Health program (University of QLD, School of Medicine) and 
she is a Clinical member of the Australian Counselling Association, 
PACFA, and is a registered art therapist with ANZATA. 

Tania Balil
MACAT, GradDipCAT, GradDipMusThy, BMus, AMTA

Tania is a registered music therapist  and has many years experience 
working transculturally and brings a great knowledge both as a 
musician and therapist of the ways in which music and creative arts 
can support children and young people to tell their stories in an 
empowered and refreshed way. Tania has worked nationally and 
internationally both as a music therapist and performer.

John Rohrig
MACAT, GradDipCAT, BA, AThR

John is a MIECAT trained art therapist with many years experience 
working with children and young people and their families in a variety 
of community based settings. John has a background working with 
children and young people who have been witness to family violence 
and substance misuse and has spent many years working in the area 
of complex trauma using creative arts therapies. John has a particular 
interest in the importance of play for healthy development and 
functioning.

Emma Finch (Aust) 
Opening Doors Graduate, Specialist Cert Pall Care, PG Diploma Art Therapy 
(UK), ADRACS, YACO, IDSO

Emma Finch is an artist and art therapist with twenty years experience 
working as a part time therapist. Emma has a passion for, and 
specialises in helping to improve the lives of members of her 
community by using the creative arts with those who have anxiety 
and/or depression. Emma has worked out of Amaroo Neighbourhood 
Centre in Chadstone for eighteen years, and for twelve and a half 
years in a Palliative Care Day Centre. She is the creator of The Black 
Dog Exhibitions.

7
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Alex Mills
Alex Mills is the coordinator of The Opening Doors Community 
Leadership Program, run out of Link Health Community. He 
is a specialist in communication and team building, being 
a mentor and a leader to many community members in the 
Eastern and South Eastern suburbs. He works from a strength 
based philosophy and has been instrumental with the success 
of The Black Dog art therapy exhibitions.

Joellen Lily
Dip Transpersonal Art Therapy

Joellen Lily trained as a Transpersonal art therapist and has 
many years experience in this field. Joellen is also a prolific 
artist, using Mmandalas for healing and exploration. Joellen 

  FOUND ART: THE BEAUTY AND PROMISED IN THE MUNDANE 

DANIEL WONG

The use of found objects in the world of visual art and 
in art therapy holds multiple therapeutic potential. The 
found object is almost always a symbol; something that 
has a weightier significance than its ordinary appearance 
warrants. What happens when client brings in found 
objects into the therapeutic space? This workshop 
will explore the therapeutic benefits of creating altered 
forms of everyday objects through art making and 
active engagement in meaningful dialogue, as well as 
offer a technique to use with clients. Participants will be 
encouraged to bring one or two found objects and their 
own art materials to the workshop.  

Daniel Wong (Singapore) 
BFA, MArtAdmin, MAATh, AThR

Daniel has worked in Australia, Thailand and Singapore with 
diverse populations in long-term care and day settings for over 
fifteen years. He teaches on the MA Art Therapy Programme 
at LASALLE College of the Arts in Singapore and has a special 
interest in creating enriching experiences that inform and 
transform lives, integrating art, therapy and community activism 
with the hope that people can access their strengths and capacity 
for creative growth. 

9
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has been a founding committee member and therapist helping 
out with The Black Dog Exhibitions, now in its third year of 
conception.

Margaret Crutch
BA(Psych), Dip Arts (Community Work), Dip Psych, Dip Naturopathy

Margaret Crutch has trained as a naturopath, counsellor, 
hypnotherapist, spiritual healer, advanced pranic healer and as a 
reiki master, with many years of practice behind her. Margaret has 
been an active and founding committee member and counsellor 
for The Black Dog art therapy exhibitions which started in 
October 2015.
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TIME SLOT B   3.30–4.00 Saturday

  DRAWING ON HOPE: A VIRTUAL REALITY PROJECT

KATHRIN MARKS

  ENVISIONING ART THERAPY THROUGH THE PRACTICE OF 
CONTEMPORARY ART: AN INNOVATIVE MODEL IN CREATIVE ARTS 
THERAPIES EDUCATION

SHERIDAN LINNELL AND JOY PATON

This presentation introduces a Virtual Reality participatory 
art project, with a focus on social action (Levine & Levine, 
2011). ‘Drawing on Hope’ is a collaboration between 
Kathrin (Arts Therapy) and Stefan (Computer Science). 
The project is connecting countries through the universal 
language of art. As people interact with the virtual 
world by creating their own drawings of symbols and 
metaphors for hope, a collective artwork evolves, a forest 
of art that people can wander through, drawing on and 
with hope. The presentation further focuses on the role 
of hope within the therapeutic setting (Larsen, Edey, & 
Lemay, 2007). A specific focus is on the dialectic between 
hope and despair (O’Hara, 2011) where the therapist 
often holds hope for the respective client until they feel 
able to invite it back into their own lives.  

This presentation considers the importance of 
contemporary arts practices in the training of art therapists 
where trainees’ personal arts practice is frequently 
marginalised by the pressures of study. A new component 
of the Master of Art Therapy at Western Sydney University 
offers an extended engagement with the theory and 
practice of contemporary art, including the opportunity 
to develop a work/body of work. Contemporary art 
can expand therapeutic communication and sensitise 
students to diversity, challenging the binary of normal/
abnormal. It also dialogues directly with social and cultural 
issues, serving as a vehicle for art therapy practice as a 
practice of social justice.  

Kathrin Marks (NZ) 
BCounselling, MAAT (currently completing)

Kathrin had an early interest in the arts, particularly creative writing 
and drama, as well as therapy, but she only entered the world of 
counselling after her move to Aotearoa New Zealand in 2007. She 
completed with a Bachelor of Counselling in 2013 and began her Arts 
Therapy studies in 2015. Kathrin works part-time as a therapist in the 
trauma and abuse field while completing the Masters programme at 
Whitecliffe in 2017. She is a lover of movies, tea, cats, and glitter.

Stefan Marks
PhD, MSc, Dipl-Ing (FH)

Stefan is a researcher and senior lecturer at Colab, the 
interdisciplinary unit at Auckland University of Technology. He 
teaches courses around his main research interest, virtual reality, 
visualisation, and computer graphics, but also programming and 
physical computing. He is director of Sentience Lab, a facility for 
immersive and multi-sensory virtual reality experiences that attempt to 
merge the digital and the emotional.

Joy Paton (Aust) 
PhD, MA ATh, BEc(SocSc), AThR

Joy Paton is a lecturer and senior researcher at Western Sydney 
University where she teaches on the Master of Art Therapy and 
Master of Psychotherapy and Counselling. She is currently 
working on projects with peak body service providers investigating 
mental health recovery through arts-based methodologies and is 
enthusiastic about the role of art and nature in personal and collective 
wellbeing. She has curated a number of exhibitions related to these 
themes and to issues of social and environmental justice. 

Sheridan Linnell (Aust)
PhD, MA (Art Therapy), BA, AThR

Sheridan Linnell is Associate Professor of Art Therapy at Western 
Sydney University where she is also the Director of Academic 
Program for Clinical Psychology and Therapy Studies. Her work has 
included collaborative, arts based narrative research partnerships in 
the areas of mental health recovery; risk discourse; and arts therapies. 
Sheridan is editor of the Australian and New Zealand Journal of Arts 
Therapy. She is a practicing poet and is passionate about socially just 
art therapy for a postcolonial, diverse world.
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  ART THERAPY AND SUBSTANCE DEPENDENCE

ANN-MAREE SEE

  ART THERAPY IN BANDUNG: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
IN ITS DAWN 

ARDHANA RISWARIE

  EMPOWERED TO CREATE: THE THERAPEUTIC USE OF DIGITAL 
MEDIA BY AN ADOLESCENT WITH CEREBRAL PALSY 

POH SHU NING

To be employed as an art therapist in an well-established 
therapeutic, hospital base setting has come with a few 
barriers and challenges. The allied health team, although 
diverse, was more experienced in traditional verbal 
therapies and accountable to a medical model. The 
powerpoint presentation will explain how art therapy was 
slowly introduced into the program, overcoming barriers 
and eventually becoming a well respected component.  

This presentation aims to give knowledge and open up 
a discussion on setting up a new form of psychotherapy 
practice in Bandung, Indonesia. It takes into account 
the culture embedded in people’s daily life, established 
therapeutic approaches, and how the western model 
of art therapy fits in. Art therapy practice was brought 
in to Bandung in 2014 as an interesting new treatment 
in mental health. Ever since, it continues to grow, albeit 
slowly, and find its unique form to accommodate the 
needs of different parties (clients, other mental health 
professions, higher education institutions, and general 
public).  

This is a presentation of the key findings from my 2017 
thesis based on my clinical placement at a special 
student care center as a MA Art Therapy student at 
LASALLE College of the Arts Singapore. I will be sharing 
a qualitative single-case study of a male adolescent with 
Cerebral Palsy and his experience with the use of digital 
media in art therapy which had elicited his curiosity 
and motivation to build upon his residual strengths. 
The domains of painting, photography, collage, video, 
animation and storytelling were explored with the 
adolescent through the manipulation of images, sounds, 
movement and words. A five minute animation, created 
by the client will also be screened.  

Ann-Maree See (Aust) 
MMH, RN, AThR

Ann-Maree See an art therapist, employed in the Damascus Health 
Services at Brisbane Private Hospital. This unit specialises in 
prescription drug and alcohol rehabilitation. Over the last ten years 
she has integrated art therapy into an already existing hospital base 
rehabilation programs. Ann-Maree has over 20 years experience 
using individual and group therapy with people suffering from 
addiction. She has also facilitated Art Therapy groups for Catholic 
Education, Sisters Inside and more recently Mates4Mates, where 
she developed and delivered an 8-week pilot program focusing on 
lifestyle transition from military to cilivian.

Ardhana Riswarie (Indonesia) 
MA, AThR

Ardhana Riswarie is the first practicing art therapist in Bandung. She 
works mainly with children and teenagers with problems in expressing 
their emotions. Apart from practicing, she is also working full-time as 
a teaching member at the Department of Visual Art, Faculty of Art and 
Design, Institut Teknologi Bandung. She focuses in Psychology of 
Art, especially Psychology of Art Appreciation, and aims to initiate art 
therapy training in the future. Her co-researchers are:

Dr Ira Adriati 
Ira Adriati is the head of Aesthetics & Sciences of Art Research Group 
at Faculty of Visual Art and Design, Insitut Teknologi Bandung. She 
has done studies to explore therapeutic uses of art with children in 
autistic spectrum and children in cancer care. Her main focus is on 
woman studies in visual art using multidisciplinary approach, including 
psychological concept of self-actualization.

Dr Irma Damajanti
Irma Damajanti is a senior lecturer at Visual Art Department, Institut 
Teknologi Bandung. She has pioneered the study of Psychology 
of Art in Indonesia and written a book on the subject. She develops 
her interests further especially in studies of creativity and creative 
processes.

Poh Shu Ning (Singapore) 
MAAT (TBC)

Poh Shu Ning is a graduand of the MA Art Therapy programme at 
LASALLE College of the Arts Singapore. She worked with older adults 
with Alzheimer’s disease, stroke, physical disability and intellectual 
disability as well as children and adolescents with special needs in 
her clinical placements. With a background in Visual Communication, 
Shu Ning finds immense creative potential while working in the virtual 
realm with her clients who have physical disabilities.
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  A DISTILLATION: NAVIGATING A MULTI-DISCIPLINARY HOSPICE 
SETTING IN SINGAPORE

GRACE ONG XUELIN AND VIVIAN WONG SIEW KIN

This presentation speaks about the role of the art therapist 
within a multidisciplinary team in a hospice setting in 
Singapore. It will include a sharing of the model of the 
multidisciplinary meetings and a discussion of skills 
to ensure effective communication. The process of 
streamlining content that emerges from the therapeutic 
encounter will be explored as a viable means to advocate 
for patients at the end of life. Participants will be given 
the opportunity to express their own reflections and 
integrate their understanding of the topic through an art 
experiential.  

Grace Ong Xuelin (Singapore) 
AThR

Grace Ong is a registered art therapist with ANZATA and has been 
employed in a hospice since 2014. Most of her work includes 
journeying with adults in the last stages of life as well as bereaved 
children who have lost their parents through illness.

Vivian Wong Siew Kin
MA (Art Therapy)

Vivian obtained her Master of Arts in Art Therapy from LASALLE 
College of the Arts, Singapore. Currently employed as a full time art 
therapist in a hospice, she works with patients and their families within 
multi-disciplinary settings that provides palliative care with a person-
centred approach.

15
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  I’M NEW HERE: A SANFORD MEISNER-BASED DRAMATHERAPY 
INTERVENTION IN REFUGEE COMMUNITIES

MIKEL D.C. MOSS

TIME SLOT C   4.15-5.45 Saturday

  ‘I DON’T WANT TO TALK ABOUT IT’: EXPLORING HOW DISCLOSURE 
OCCURS IN ARTS THERAPY 

PAULA GILLESPIE-FOTHERINGHAM

  MENTALIZING IN ART THERAPY: EFFECT ON AFFECT REGULATION IN 
THE CLIENT DIAGNOSED WITH BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER

LIE PING LING PAMELA

There are many individuals who do not feel able to access 
psychotherapy due to fear of the requirement to verbally 
share their specific problem. Is ‘disclosure’ a purely verbal 
phenomenon or is it possible for a client to disclose 
without sharing words to reveal the specific nature of their 
distress? Do expressive and arts therapies offer a unique 
technique which provides the psychological benefits of 
disclosure whilst mitigating against the risks? This brief 
presentation will consider these questions, together with 
introducing the presenters beginning research in this area 
and offer participants the option to contribute to ongoing 
research.   

People with a borderline personality often experience 
difficulties with affect regulation, thus compromising 
their ability to mentalize when emotional arousal gets 
beyond a certain point. This presentation describes the 
role of mentalizing in art therapy as a treatment approach 
for a female adult diagnosed with borderline personality 
disorder. Findings from qualitative data collected over 
an eight-month period will be presented and discussed, 
where the link between art therapy and mentalization-
based treatment will be explored.  

Paula Gillespie-Fotheringham (Aust) 
BA (Hons) Fine Art, PGDip Art Therapy, MA Art Psychotherapy Practice, AThR. 

Paula Gillespie-Fotheringham has over 15 years experience 
working in the field of mental health and social care. As an art 
psychotherapist Paula has worked extensively with both children 
and adults; specialising in issues of self-harm attachment and 
developmental trauma. She founded MAPS in 2011 an organisation 
providing art psychotherapy services to schools and government 
agencies across the North of England. In June 2014 she relocated to 
Australia to work for the IKON Institute. In 2016 she took up the post 
of Program Coordinator for the Graduate Program in Counselling 
and Psychotherapy at the University of Adelaide and currently 
lectures in Expressive Therapies. Paula maintains a private practice 
providing ASD specific services via the Australian National Disabilities 
Insurance Scheme (NDIS). Paula is passionate about training both 
psychotherapists and art psychotherapists and is committed to 
creating research to ensure art therapy has a robust evidence base. 

Lie Ping Ling Pamela (Singapore) 
MAAT

Pamela Lie is a recent graduate of the Masters in Art Therapy program 
at LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore. During her clinical 
practicums at a community mental health service provider, Pamela 
had the privilege of working with older adults living with long-term 
mental illness and youths-at-risk of mental health issues. She looks 
forward to entering the field as a professional.
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A presentation of an emergent drama therapy intervention 
utilising Sanford Meisner’s repetition exercise focusing 
specifically in ‘colonized Other’ communities. The 
presentation will include a systematic review of literature 
on the technique and its implementation to date, how the 
technique is implemented within a specific ‘colonized 
Other’ community, and a brief experiential demonstration 
of the technique.

Mikel D.C. Moss (Aust) 
MA (Educ)

Mikel Moss is a current PhD Candidate in Global Mental Health 
at the University of Melbourne, a recent graduate of the Clinical 
Psychology program at Columbia University, and a former alternative 
training student in drama therapy. His focus is on the development 
of empirical, quantitative data driven drama therapeutic techniques. 
He is specifically developing and researching a new drama therapy 
approach utilising Sanford Meisner’s repetition exercise as an 
embodied form of cognitive behavior therapy focusing specifically in 
‘colonized Other’ communities.
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  TAPESTRIES OF RESILIENCE: AN ARTS-BASED APPROACH TO 
ENHANCING RESILIENCE OF WORLD VISION’S HUMANITARIAN STAFF

LAMA MAJAJ
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Responding to the impact, context, community and 
individuals during a crisis is demanding for humanitarian 
workers and staff at World Vision (WV). The need for 
resilience is crucial for delivery of effective humanitarian 
aid and staff long-term emotional endurance. This 
presentation describes an arts-based approach aimed 
at enhancing the resilience of fifty WV staff in Asia at a 
week-long Regional Disaster Management Team (RDMT) 
workshop. The purpose was to introduce responders to 
embodied artful experiences to develop coping skills and 
enhance their personal resilience to the impact of the 
response before, during and after deployment. 

Lama Majaj (Singapore) 
MA (ATh), AThR

Lama Majaj is an art therapist, artist, arts manager and educator. 
She has studied in UK, US and Australia in fine arts and graphic 
design, education and art therapy. She is experienced in designing, 
implementing and evaluating arts programs with an emphasis on 
mental health and wellness. Previous positions held include Head 
of Arts Department, International Community School, Assistant Art 
Director at the King Hussein Foundation Research Centre, UNESCO 
Family Education Project; Jordan and Manager Arts in Healthcare, 
in the Integrated Cancer Services Stream at the Olivia Newton-John 
Cancer Wellness & Research Centre, Melbourne. She is currently the 
International Operations Manager for The Red Pencil, responsible 
for the strategic leadership and operations of International missions. 
Lama engages in community arts artist residencies, and facilitation of 
arts workshops for marginalised groups. 
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  CLOWN WORKSHOP: PLAYFUL SELF-DISCOVERY 

LIZ DOWLING

  ‘WHAT’S DAT?’: AN EMERGING APPROACH TO WORKING WITH 
CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 

ALVIN KHOO

In this workshop, participants will experience playful 
self-discovery by dressing up in clown costumes. With life 
stressors abounding, during the workshop people may 
transcend pressures and let go of the mind to act and react 
intuitively with the other ‘clowns.’ As the group progresses 
and creates its own world of unpredictable cause and 
effect, games may revive some childhood memories. This 
socially equalising process supports and encourages 
the individual within a safe group environment through a 
series of playful, non-threatening activities. It’s a chance 
to change/borrow/act out a character as if your inner child 
has come out to play. Pre and post group experiences will 
be documented through art making.

How do we support children with special needs through 
art therapy? This experiential introduces participants to 
the developmental art therapy (DAT) approach, a method 
of engaging the creative growth of children with special 
needs. Going beyond the theories of art psychotherapy, 
DAT integrates the goals of early intervention approaches, 
special needs art education and art therapy values. 
Different art media and activities are designed to aid 
in fostering creativity, and building motor and socio-
emotional development. Experience first-hand how 
woodblocks are being used to develop cognitive, social, 
artistic and problem-solving aspects in the children.

Liz Dowling (Aust) 
MMH (Art Therapy) BA (Graphic Design), AThR

Liz Dowling is an Art Therapist who graduated from UQ in 2010, 
although she had been involved with art therapy since 1996. Art and 
dance have always been her expressive modes and she uses both in 
her creative workshops. With experience in areas such as acquired 
brain injury, aged care, intellectual and physical disability, children 
and teenagers in trauma she now works in mental health in the 
Northern Rivers of NSW.

Alvin Khoo (Singapore) 
BA (Arts Multimedia) , MA (Art Therapy), AThR

Alvin has dedicated the past five years working on the DAT framework 
in an early intervention school fostering creativity and socio-
emotional growth in children with special needs. He has also worked 
with adolescents with anger issues, families handling grief, parent-
child conflicts, and corporate team building. He loves designing 
innovative experientials to engender self-reflection, body-mind 
relaxation and fostering team bonding. Currently he is working on 
building art spaces in homes to encourage families to be creative 
together.
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  TRAUMA AND MEMORY 

CORNELIA ELBRECHT

  A NEW FRAME: FOR ONLINE ART THERAPY SUPERVISION AND 
TEACHING 

MAGGIE WILSON AND JANE O’SULLIVAN

The majority of psychotherapies work with explicit 
memory, the cognitive, declarative part of the brain, 
and the episodic memory which reaches through our 
autobiography into the unconscious. Explicit memory, 
however, is the tip of an iceberg. Implicit memory on the 
other hand encompasses the vast hidden landscape 
of the limbic system and the brain stem. The limbic 
system rules our core emotions, whereas the brain stem 
is instinctual, run by the Autonomic Nervous System 
and influences all learnt action patterns and emergency 
responses.

A new frame: for online art therapy, teaching and 
supervision. The image in art therapy supervision 
functions as a tool for reflection for supervisee and 
supervisor. Maggie and Jane have been conducting 
weekly groups for remote masters students. The 
workshop will be experiential and didactic, exploring the 
use of art making as a tool in an online art therapy group. 
This workshop experience will give participants the 
opportunity to discuss the impact of technology and its 
use for art therapy. 

Participants need to download Zoom onto a laptop, 
tablet or smart phone prior to the workshop. A Zoom 
meeting ID will be sent to your nominated email.

Cornelia Elbrecht (Aust) 
MA Art Ed, SEP, AThR

Cornelia Elbrecht has more than 40 years of experience as an art 
therapist. She is also a Somatic Experiencing trauma therapist (SEP). 
She has studied at the School for Initiatic Art Therapy in Germany, 
also Jungian and Gestalt therapy, Bioenergetics and bodywork. She 
is founder and director of the Institute for Sensorimotor Art Therapy, 
School for Initiatic Art Therapy. Cornelia gives courses and individual 
sessions internationally, throughout Australia and in private practice 
in Apollo Bay. Her third book on Sensorimotor Art Therapy is about to 
be published.

Maggie Wilson (Aust) 
BA, PGDipAth,Rath, AATR

Maggie trained at Goldsmiths College London University in Art 
Psychotherapy in 1990. Maggie has worked since that time as an 
art therapist in a variety of settings. She currently works as a tutor 
for Masters in Mental Health program offered by the University of 
Queensland. Her private practice interests are art therapy supervision 
both individual and group work and art therapy groups for children 
and individuals.

Jane O’Sullivan (Aust)
DipTeach, BEd, MA(ET)

Jane graduated from Lesley University in Boston, US as an Expressive 
Therapist in 1991. Jane has worked at Mater (CYMHS) Jane has 
a private practice, and works at a school in Logan. Jane has been 
a tutor since the Masters in Mental Health program offered by the 
University of Queensland course began in 2004. She has developed 
an interest in the development and future of information technology 
and its interface with art therapy and art therapy education.
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  THE POWER OF AN IMAGE TO HOLD A CANCER EXPERIENCE

KAY GRAVELL

  TRANSFORMING TRAUMA: A TRANSPERSONAL APPROACH TO ARTS 
THERAPIES FOR VETERANS’ MENTAL HEALTH

KARIN FOXWELL

“Write your self. Your body must be heard”  
(Cixous, 1991, p.335).

This presentation is an adaptation of the one I gave as a 
keynote address at last year’s AATA conference. I will use 
film, imagery and discussion to describe an emergent 
multimodal enquiry into one image over four years. This 
image, created from my painted body, held within it the 
complexity of my breast cancer experience, from the 
depths of grief and despair to the celebration of being 
alive. Through a continuous multimodal enquiry, I was 
able to explore existential issues of ageing, mortality, and 
the meaning of my life.

This presentation is an overview of the use of creative arts 
therapies, using a transpersonal approach to facilitate 
exploration, with veterans living with PTSD and other 
trauma related conditions. Utilising actual examples 
of patient’s imagery (with required permission) and 
highlighting individualised and flexible directives to each 
patients specific needs, it will be demonstrated how 
creative exploration can lead to deeper personal insight 
and self-understanding, with the potential to transform 
traumatic experiences and associated psychological 
comorbidities arising from military service. There will be a 
brief discussion observing the challenges and potential 
possibilities of arts therapists working with this vulnerable 
cohort in an acute psychiatric setting and the wider 
mental health medical model.

Kay Gravell (Aust) 
ProfDoc (Creative Arts Therapy), MA (Experiential & Creative Arts Therapy), 
GradDip (Experiential & Creative Arts Therapy), MSocSc (Social Policy), BSW

Kay Gravell is a qualified arts therapist and social worker with over 
40 years practice experience in public welfare, community health, 
academia (teaching both social work and arts therapy) and private 
practice. She has undertaken nine years training at the MIECAT 
Institute completing a Gradate Diploma, Masters, and Professional 
Doctorate in Creative Arts Therapy. She is currently employed as 
Head of Faculty Creative Arts Therapies at IkKON Institute.

Karin Foxwell (Aust) 
Dip Transpersonal Art Therapy/Counselling

Karin has worked as a transpersonal art therapist in private practice 
and existing organizational groups such as intellectual and physical 
disability community living programs and stroke and brain injury 
rehabilitation hospital settings since late 2014. Her primary interest 
is working with those who have experienced a traumatic event or 
complex trauma events throughout a lifetime and understanding its 
effects on the mind and body. Karin currently integrates art therapy 
interventions with veterans as patients diagnosed with PTSD and 
other mental health conditions by referral from doctors and senior 
mental health clinicians at the Veterans Mental Health Recovery 
Psychiatric Unit and as part of the Road Home Wellbeing Program in 
Adelaide.
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  BUTTERFLIES, OCEANS AND WARS: STORY CREATION TO EXPRESS 
AND EXPLORE SUICIDE BEREAVEMENT 

MANUELA MACRI

 BEYOND BINARIES: QUEERING ARTS THERAPIES 

ASHA ZAPPA AND VIC SEGEDIN

“People Tell Myths and Stories to make sense of their 
World” Alida Gersie, Dramatherapist.

Abandonment, guilt, confusion, stigma, shame and 
responsibility combine with grief when children are 
bereaved through suicide. Sometimes the unspeakable 
cannot be communicated and the unanswerable cannot 
even be asked except through powerful metaphors 
contained in a fictional world. That world speaks of this 
reality, and in that world we can explore and bring back 
possible meanings and options into this reality. In this 
session Manuela will share stories created by suicide 
bereaved children, with their permission. We will also 
create, explore and bring back.

Queer, trans, non-binary, gender neutral, gender 
independent, fluid, pansexual... Intrigued by all the terms 
and the implications for arts therapy theory and practice? 
Do you question the gender binary? Want to explore 
a better understanding of a model that sees gender 
and sexuality as a continuum? Willing to share your 
experience with other arts therapists and people from 
the wider health and well-being sector? This workshop 
will introduce some of the realities and concerns for the 
queer community at this time and explore where queer 
fits into the theory and practice of arts therapy. We will 
challenge accepted practices such as the traditional 
genogram and play with art making, drama and 
language to examine things queer.

Manuela Macri (Aust) 
MA (Drama Therapy), Grad Dip Creative Therapies, BA Theatre

Manuela is a dramatherapist working in postvention suicide 
bereavement with children and young people through Anglicare 
WA. She has seven years experience working with refugees and 
asylum seekers at ASeTTS (Association for Services to Torture & 
Trauma Survivors). Manuela has extensive experience using creative 
therapies with individuals and groups, and also supporting staff 
through creative supervision.  Manuela is a member of Perth Playback 
Theatre, ANZATA, and a committee member of ANZATA WA. She is 
passionate about story creation and metaphors.

Asha Zappa (Aust)
MAT, BFA, AThR

Asha Zappa is a graduate of Western Sydney University’s Masters 
of Art Therapy. They are currently working as an art therapist and 
child and youth worker with a women’s homelessness and domestic 
violence service. Asha is also a practicing artist who has a passion 
for the beautifully abject, as well as an activist with an interest in 
intersectional and anti-colonial Queer politics and body positivity. 
Asha is inspired by exploration of the feminine in artmaking as a 
subversive account of life. They value the stories children are able to 
tell through art, and enjoys building cubbies.

Vic Segedin (NZ)
MFA, MA, BA

Vic is an artist and activist who works in a variety of media to 
explore and challenge norms and assumptions. A keen proponent 
of creativity for well-being, she has performed characters that 
encourage the general public to find their creative confidence in 
a playful and accessible way. Their latest projects are exploring all 
things ‘post-binary’. Vic is also a graphic designer and he loves coffee, 
cycling, rugby and planning subversive interventions in art museums.
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  CIRCUMVENTING ASIAN CULTURAL NORMS USING THE ARTS 
MARISSA TEO

  COMMUNITY, COMPASSION AND INTEGRITY: CONSIDERATION TO 
ETHICS WITHIN ART(S) THERAPY COMMUNITY PROJECTS 

RONALD P.M.H. LAY

Providing conventional counselling or talk therapy to 
Asians has always been a challenge because of the 
stigma that comes with it, and the ‘inappropriateness’ 
of bringing shame to themselves and their families by 
‘airing their dirty laundry in public’. In this workshop, we 
learn about these cultural norms and how they impact 
emotional functioning; such as having an increased 
tendency towards untreated depression. We experience 
how a multi-modal, arts based approach can ‘circumvent’ 
these cultural norms by allowing individuals to express 
emotion and felt sense instead of content, thus allowing 
them an emotional outlet that would otherwise be 
considered ‘taboo’. 

Compassion is at the core of art(s) therapy community 
work, and passion is the stimulus that excites and 
ignites such projects. Regardless of the incredible drive, 
engagement, transformative processes and gains 
from these noble and responsive efforts, integrity of 
the profession must be consciously adhered to and 
abided by. Ethics must consistently guide our profession 
and consideration to the impact of social media and 
social interest must be strategically attended to.  This 
presentation will highlight the pragmatics of planning, 
delivering and documenting large scale community 
art(s) projects within ethical frameworks. Challenges and 
successes from practice will be discussed. 

Marissa Teo (Singapore) 
MA (Research) Experiential and Creative Arts Practice, AThR

Marissa Teo is a registered multi-modal arts therapist with much 
experience working therapeutically with emotionally vulnerable 
youth through the arts. She obtained her Masters in Experiential and 
Creative Arts Practice at the Miecat Institute and is a registered arts 
therapist with ANZATA. Marissa is also a volunteer at The Red Pencil. 
Marissa has an honours degree in psychology with sociology. Her 
work as a child protection officer and subsequently a counsellor for 
youth inspired her to explore different artistic forms of intervention to 
prevent and reduce maladaptive coping behaviours as they navigate 
teen life.

Ronald P.M.H. Lay (Singapore) 
MA, AThR, ATR-BC, EdD (candidate)

Ronald has over 24 years of mental health service in three distinct 
countries: Singapore, USA, Canada.  He leads the postgraduate art 
therapy training at LASALLE College of the Arts, has initiated several 
innovative community arts projects, and provides consultation to 
various national/international organizations; previously, he provided 
art psychotherapy to adults within a large forensic mental health 
facility in California for 12 years. Ronald presents internationally on 
forensic mental health, older adults, wellness, and the development 
of art therapy in Asia.
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 ANZATA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

 ACATA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

It is vitally important that all ANZATA Members attend 
the Annual General Meeting in order that a quorum 
is reached. By attending, you can have a say in the 
continued development of our Association.

It is vitally important that all ACATA Members attend 
the Annual General Meeting in order that a quorum 
is reached. By attending, you can have a say in the 
continued development of our Association.

AGM

AGM

Member Motions and Committee Nominations
Professional members are welcome to write a motion for the 
membership to consider, discuss and vote on. We welcome 
submissions for motions or nominations for the committee from 
professional members by Sunday 5 November. Procedural 
instructions will be sent to all members by 27 October.

Member Motions and Committee Nominations
Professional members are welcome to write a motion for the 
membership to consider, discuss and vote on. We welcome 
submissions for motions or nominations for the committee from 
professional members by Sunday 5 November. Procedural 
instructions will be sent to all members by 27 October.

TIME SLOT E   10.30-12.00 Sunday
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  COGNITIVE BEHAVIOUR DRAMA

HARIS KARNEZI

CBD is a research based intervention model that 
brought together the science of psychology with the 
art form of drama to create an unobtrusive approach 
that would provide high functioning children with 
autism the opportunity to explore the rules of social 
interaction in a safe environment. The method involves 
engaging the children in exciting fictional scenarios and 
encouraging them to seek various solutions on numerous 
problems that will lead them to an understanding of 
causal relationships (e.g. how a different behaviour may 
affect the outcome of an interaction). At this workshop 
participants will gain an understanding on how children 
with autism process information differently and on how to 
structure drama work tailored around their needs.

Dr Haris Karnezi (Greece) 
PhD, MA (Drama in Education), BA (Acting)

Dr Haris Karnezi founder/director of the Cognitive Behaviour 
Drama Centre Greece, is a professional actress, drama facilitator 
and international presenter. Her qualifications include a bachelors 
degree in performing arts, an MA in drama in education, and PhD in 
Psychology. She has developed a unique intervention model for high 
functioning children with autism that merges together the science 
of psychology with the art form of drama. In 2009 she received the 
prestigious Woman of the Year Award in the science category for her 
innovative work in the field of autism.
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Please note: From 10.15 to 10.30 members from both ACATA and ANZATA will gather for an introduction to the special 
resolutions regarding the options for the restructuring of the two associations for the future of the profession. Members 
will then be guided to go their respective AGMs.
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  STORIES TO HEAL BY

PAM BLAMEY

  DISABILITY POETICS

SUPREET CHADHA

Fairy tales and story can be a powerful therapuetic tool 
for art therapists. One of the principles of art therapy is the 
three-way relationship between the client, the therapist 
and the art. Feelings and issues are projected onto the 
art form and can then be seen, touched and worked with 
holistically. In this case story is the art form. Discussion 
will include explanations of the genre, archetype, symbol 
and metaphor; how stories work neurologically, and how 
traditional and personal stories can be used creatively in 
therapy. Participants will have a chance to play with the 
Six Part Story Method.

”Poetry is a mirror which makes beautiful that which is 
distorted” – Percy Bysshe Shelly.

Poetry therapy is a form of bibliotherapy that uses 
imagery, metaphors, rhythm and other literary devices in 
a therapeutic, educational or social setting. Direct uses of 
poetry therapy include bringing about self-understanding, 
side-stepping defense mechanisms of repression and 
suppression, re-framing situations and providing a 
chance to connect with reality in a safe manner. It also 
enables conversations between groups, individuals 
and therapists, shifting the focus from an intra-personal 
to inter-personal. This workshop will provide a glimpse 
into the way one may use poetry therapy with clients 
or themselves to express, explore and connect with the 
inner self. 

Pam Blamey (Aust) 
BSocSci, GradDipSocSci (Counselling), MMH Art Therapy

Pam Blamey is passionate about fairy tales, because there is more 
to them than just ‘happily ever after’. They are full of symbolism 
and metaphor, which nourish the spirit. They are part of the social 
environment, depicting in story form the highs and lows of the 
human condition. Pam has degrees in Social Science and Art 
Therapy and 28 years  counselling experience. Fairy tales can be 
used to examine many issues, foster well-being, and to explore 
creativity.

Supreet Chadha (NZ) 
BA(Hons) Arts in Psychology, PGDip Arts in Psychology,  
MAAT (to be completed)

Supreet Chadha is in the process of completing her Masters of 
Arts in Arts Therapy this year and is currently employed full-time at 
Odyssey House Trust mental health faciity in Auckland. Her interest 
lies within using visual arts, writing and other creative modalities 
with the adult population in the mental health, addiction and 
forensic fields. She is also placed part-time at the Auckland Regional 
Forensic Psychiatric Unit and Community Drug and Alcohol 
Services, where she runs arts therapy groups for the resident clients. 
Supreet is an avid reader and loves tea and performance poetry. 
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TIME SLOT F   1.30-3.00 Sunday
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  INTRODUCTION TO SYNERGETIC PLAY THERAPY: INTEGRATING 
TRAUMA IN THE ART PSYCHOTHERAPY ROOM

VICTORIA SOAR

  TRANSCENDING ISOLATION: GROUP ART THERAPY FOR MALE 
INMATES IN SOLITARY CONFINEMENT

AARON LENG

  FAMILY ART THERAPY IN SINGAPORE WITH FAMILIES AFFECTED BY 
INCARCERATION

IVY YEO 

This presentation will demonstrate how art therapies can 
integrate trauma, and be utilised as a regulation technique. 
There will be a brief introduction to Synergetic Play 
Therapy techniques (referencing Lisa Dion’s approach), 
the neurobiological effect of trauma on our physiology, 
and how this can regulate the ‘here and now’ with clients; 
rewiring their affect, and encouraging healing. How these 
approaches can protect us from vicarious trauma, whilst 
also reducing the risk of clients becoming re-traumatised 
in the session, will be explored. This presentation will be 
both verbal and visual, with visual demonstrations on an 
electronic/white board. There will be the opportunity for 
questions and a discussion.

Solitary confinement in prison adversely affects the 
psychological well-being of inmates. Experiencing 
environmental deprivation and social isolation, 
inmates have limited opportunities for socialisation and 
engagement. This presentation explores the efficacy of 
group art therapy in reducing depressive symptoms with 
ten individually housed male inmates within a prison in 
Singapore. The Beck Depression Inventory – Second 
Version is utilised as a pre-test and post-test evaluation 
for the 12 session weekly art therapy group. Factors 
contributing towards the results are discussed. These 
findings may further inform the development and delivery 
of art therapy services to improve psychological well-being 
within prisons.

The presentation will provide an overview of the diverse 
and complex multi-racial and multi-religious families in 
Singapore, focusing on the impact of incarceration on 
various family members. There will be a discussion on 
the use of family art therapy in exploring family bonding 
and family communication through both individual and 
collaborative art-making in the same art therapy session, 
while preparing the family for transitions such as the 
impending reintegration of the incarcerated member.

Victoria Soar (Aust) 
MA Art Therapy, BA Art Therapy

Victoria is a British art psychotherapist currently working with 
individuals, in addition to facilitating an art therapy group at 
Gippsland Centre Against Sexual Assault. She has experience in 
Art Therapy with clients across a number of contexts, including 
serious mental illness in an acute psychiatric unit, disordered eating 
behaviors, forensic settings, emotion dysregulation and trauma. 
Victoria continues to practice as an artist and is an advocate for 
using art as a tool for healing, and learning more about the self.

Aaron Leng (Singapore) 
MA ATh, BA (Social Work)

Originally trained as a social worker, Aaron was awarded 
scholarships from Boys’ Town and The Red Pencil to pursue 
postgraduate studies in art therapy at LASALLE College of the Arts. 
Aaron’s experience includes conducting street outreach, working 
with gang-involved youth enrolled in a diversionary programme, 
and operating an art therapy service within a juvenile institution 
as an intern. In addition to supporting The Red Pencil initiatives, 
Aaron provides art therapy within Boys’ Town, a residential home for 
youth-in-need.

Ivy Yeo (Singapore) 
MA ATh, BSW

Ivy has been a Registered social worker in Singapore since 2011 
and has worked with children and families who had experienced 
various forms of abuse and/or neglect in Singapore. Ivy’s interest 
in pursuing art therapy was motivated by her belief of providing 
alternative methods for engagement and facilitating of self-
expression to support families in crisis and in transitions.
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  GIRLS, ASPERGER’S, ARTS THERAPY

SARAH KIPNIS

  CREATING PERSON-CENTRED OUTCOME MEASURES

CAROLINE MILLER

  EDUCATORS’ FORUM

COURSE COORDINATORS AND FACULTY OF ARTS THERAPIES PROGRAMMES

As a creative arts therapist working at ‘headspace’ 
– Elsternwick/Bentleigh in Melbourne I see many 
adolescent girls diagnosed or showing traits of Asperger’s 
(ASD 1). Arts therapy is proving to be a useful therapeutic 
approach for this group. This field is newly emerging 
and girls with Asperger’s are often not picked up by 
educators/ clinicians as they present differently to boys. 
This presentation will highlight the special qualities and 
traits of these girls through the use of a client’s art works. 
Attendees will also be invited to participate in several 
activities and processes used at ‘headspace’ with this 
client group.

Creating and choosing measures. It is in the interests of 
our clients, our own practice, and our profession, that 
we can provide evidence that arts therapies work and 
have positive benefits for our clients. However, it’s not 
always clear what our role is in providing useful evidence, 
and how we might do that. This workshop provides the 
opportunity to explore some possibilities around practice-
based evidence and how we can incorporate that into 
everyday person-centred practice, while retaining focus 
on the client. Participants will have the opportunity to 
work together to design person-centred measures, 
based on some fictional clients. It will briefly include how 
to choose and use standardised questionnaires, with a 
selection of these available to view.

The committees of ANZATA and ACATA invite all 
course leaders and faculty of the Arts Therapy training 
programmes that are represented by the associations 
to gather together for an interactive forum. We wish to 
discuss how the decisions that are being made by the 
association members will impact on issues such as 
course accreditation and levels of membership for the 
graduates of art and arts therapy programmes, and to 
get feedback and assistance from those involved in our 
training programmes in moving forward with whatever 
decisions are made by the memberships. 

Sarah Kipnis (Aust) 
DipEd, GradDipVisual/Performing Arts, MA Creative Arts Therapy 

Sarah has spent 30 years working with children and young people 
in the fields of education, welfare and mental health. For ten years 
she taught in primary schools, and then moved on to support 
homeless young people. For over 12 years after that Sarah worked 
as an arts therapist on a paediatric medical ward. Sarah currently 
works in youth mental health running arts therapy groups and 
individual sessions at both headspace and an eating disorders day 
program.

Caroline Miller (NZ) 
BA, BPhil, MA, PG Dip Clinical Psychology, PG Dip Dramatherapy

Caroline Miller trained as a clinical psychologist and Dramatherapist. 
She is the editor of Assessments and outcomes in the arts therapies 
a person-centred approach (2014) Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 
London: and editor of Arts Therapists in Multidisciplinary settings  
Working together for better outcomes (2016) Jessica Kingsley 
Publishers, London. She published Practice-based evidence; 
therapist as researcher using outcome measures (2017) in the 
Dramatherapy Journal of the British Association of Dramatherapists.
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  CONSTRUCTING DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES

LUCILLA STEWART

In my experience people are often intimidated by the art 
aspect of art therapy; “I can’t draw”, “I’m not creative”. 
I have created a process enabling people to feel safe 
and uninhibited by playfully exploring and expressing 
themselves through forming a 3D construction. In this 
experiential workshop you will construct a self portrait 
in 3D form in shape of a house. Once completed you 
can explore your structure and experience the powerful 
process that 3D form offers through external and internal 
exploration of self.

Lucilla Stewart (Aust) 
AdvDip Transpersonal Art Therapy 

Lucilla has a background working with people in social welfare 
services. She started her business: Seed of Hope Creative Art 
Therapy after graduating as an art therapist in 2015. Since 
commencing she gained funding from the Salvation Army to 
develop/facilitate a pilot art therapy program ‘Nurture’ - for family 
violence survivors. Lucilla also developed/facilitated ‘Creative 
Connections’ for the Salvation Army Children and Parents Support 
Service; including her own resources/tools for creating connections 
within the family unit at home.
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TIME SLOT G   3.30-4.30 Sunday

  THE ART OF CRITICAL CONVERSATIONS: ART THERAPIES WITHIN 
SOCIAL/POLITICAL DISCOURSES

CATHERINE CAMDEN-PRATT

  ENVISIONING A NEW APPROACH TO THE BIRD’S NEST 
DRAWING: TRANSFORMING AN ARTS-BASED ASSESSMENT INTO 
INTERVENTION IN INFANT MENTAL HEALTH

EMMA HODGES AND BIANCA MORRISON

Practising art therapy is inherently political and cannot 
be separated from contextual social/political discourses. 
Recently I participated in a round table of Australian 
art(s) therapists and Karen Pence – the Second Lady 
of the United States – who has made it her personal 
project to advance the cause of art therapy and raise 
its profile. My choice to do so was a political one. How 
could I have a critical conversation with someone whose 
politics I fundamentally and actively disagreed with, 
and whose narrow focus and political positioning made 
her championing of our profession contentious in the 
United Sates Art Therapy Association? This performative 
interactive presentation explores the art of critical 
conversation across difference and address a gap in the 
profession about the politics of art therapy.

We invite the audience to experience the Bird’s Nest 
Drawing (BND), originally developed as an arts-based 
assessment tool for assessment (Kaiser, 1996), re-
envisioned as an intervention with women, children, and 
mother-infant dyads in the context of family violence 
and attachment trauma. The facilitators will share 
their experience in using the BND as an intervention 
in therapeutic groups with mothers and infants. The 
workshop draws together creative and interactive 
approaches exploring the versatility of the BND, 
disseminate clinical knowledge, and learn how the BND 
as an intervention can be incorporated into professional 
practice across multiple settings.

Dr Catherine Camden-Pratt (Aust) 
DipTeach, AdvDipTransATh, MAppSci (SocialEcology), PhD, AThR

Catherine is a nationally-awarded arts-based experiential educator. 
She is an art therapist in private practice with adults and children, 
and facilitates art therapy groups for Cancer Wellness Support Blue 
Mountains/Penrith Valley. Catherine is a Lecturer in the Master of 
Art Therapy at Western Sydney University. Her popular press book 
from her arts-based performative PhD shared the stories of women 
growing up in families with a mother with a mental illness. She 
co-edited the first social ecology book in Australia, is published 
in scholarly books and journals, as well as in poetry and narrative 
anthologies and has exhibited her mixed-media artworks in solo 
and community exhibitions. 

Emma Hodges (Aust) 
BA(Psych), MA(Couns), PACFA, AAIMHI

Emma is a psychotherapist with ten years’ experience with women, 
children, and families who have experienced violence, abuse, and 
neglect. Since 2013, Emma has worked as Emerge’s family art 
therapist developing the infant mental health program for mothers 
and babies post family violence, co-facilitating the Peek-a-Boo 
club and offering dyadic therapy, incorporating the arts into the 
program. Emma is in her final year of the Professional Doctorate at 
the MIECAT Insititte and aspires to work overseas in this field post-
graduation.

Bianca Morrison
BArts (Fine Arts), BEd. Sosc, MA(Ath), M(Teach)

Bianca is an art therapist that graduated in 1998 and has worked 
with women and children in the areas of post-natal depression and 
survivors of domestic violence and trauma. Primarily facilitating art 
therapy groups that hold the children in mind. Bianca is currently 
working at Emerge as an art therapist and co-facilitates a children’s 
open studio group and Peek-a-Boo club. Additionally, Bianca 
facilitates individual and group sessions for children in refuge. 
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  WHY DO WE DO WHAT WE DO? HOW DOES CREATIVE ARTS 
THERAPY INTEGRATE INTO DAILY LIFE? 

JUNG-HSU JACQUELYN WAN

  ARTS THERAPY AND PSYCHO-EDUCATION 

PENELOPE JAMES

After 11 years dance/movement therapy practice, this 
presenter explores how to support our clients to bring 
the changes happened in the therapy into their daily 
life. New patterns and pathways may evolve during 
creative arts therapy, but how does it (or does it?) affect or 
change their reality, behaviour, and their real life? Based 
on up to date neuroscience studies, this workshop will 
examine how embodied involvement in creativity within 
therapeutic relationships can change someone’s life. It is 
hoped that by clarifying this, we can communicate better 
with other professionals, potential clients, and even public 
health systems.

The efficacy of psycho-education requires clients to 
have a proactive relationship toward their recovery. 
Through presentation of case studies participants will 
witness how art therapy process of visual journaling can 
build therapeutic alliance and this integral pro-active 
relationship. Penelope will discuss the value of psycho-
education as a treatment for mental illness. She will 
define DBT, CBT and mindfulness theoretical differences 
and complementing art therapy theoretical links. An 
interactive art therapy based psycho-educational skills 
session will allow for experiential learning. Participants 
will be supported to develop a comprehensive 
understanding of how to integrate art therapy and 
psycho-education for optimum therapeutic outcomes.

Jung-Hsu Jacquelyn Wan (NZ) 
MA, R-DMT (ADTA), ProMA, CDT Professional, AThR, DTAA

Originally from Taiwan but now based in New Zealand, Jacquelyn 
graduated with an MA in Dance/Movement Therapy from Drexel 
University and a BS in Applied Psychology. Her clinical experience 
involves various populations, including children/teenagers: on 
the Autism spectrum; ADHD; attachment/trauma related issues; 
individuals with multi-disabilities; mental health issues; and adults 
who seek personal growth. Jacquelyn is certified as a Ways-of-
Seeing practitioner and works with family and young children. She 
is a trainer/supervisor for the DMT Certificate programme in New 
Zealand and has presented at international conferences including 
ADTA (2013, 2014, 2016) and the DTAA conference (2015).

Penelope James (Aust) 
MA (ATh), Grad Dip Counselling, Grad Dip Expressive Therapies, AThR 

Penelope James is an art therapist/counsellor who has developed 
the integration of art therapy and psycho-education over a period 
of nine years working in an interdisciplinary psychiatric setting. 
Formerly working for Department of Corrective Services with 
people on probation and parole she utilised creative writing and art-
making to assist clients to reduce their recidivism. She has extensive 
experience working in community health facilitating art therapy for 
people with chronic mental illness living in the community and was 
2011 recipient of the Mental Health Matters Award.
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  FROM DUSK TILL DAWN: FINDING HEALING THROUGH CREATIVE 
EXPRESSIONS 

PANG KIM HAU CALVIN AND RONALD P.M.H. LAY

  GATHERING PRACTICE WISDOM: CREATING TRAUMA-INFORMED 
ART THERAPY METHODOLOGIES

CATH LAPPIN

This will be based on my personal journey of healing 
(over two years) from a primary loss through different 
means of creative expressions which includes 
photography, poetry (Chinese), an ephemeral art 
installation and a tattoo. This collective experience also 
altered my perspective of studio art practice which 
eventually led me to apply for the MA Art Therapy 
program I am currently enrolled in (LASALLE, Singapore) 
and my choice of clinical placement with a local hospice. 
Art Experiential: ‘Create (Envision) Gather’ – an inside-out 
approach which breaks down interpersonal boundaries 
through resonance found in being ‘wounded’.

Cath Lappin will workshop a discussion with input from 
delegates. What does trauma-informed art therapy 
practice look like? We will draw from practice wisdom, our 
learnings from clients/consumers and take into account 
current research and knowledge. Are there specific ways 
of working and particular mediums that better facilitate 
healing in those living with the impact of trauma? Is there 
a way to map what works and how? Using collective 
wisdom and envisioning an approach that will guide art 
therapists when working in the unknown.

Pang Kim Hau, Calvin (Singapore) 
MA Art Therapy Student

Calvin produces works that are made up of the narratives from 
everyday encounters. Alongside his 3D art practice, he also 
documents his existence through photography, drawings and on 
occasion, words. Calvin sees his work through the arts as a way to 
inquire, understand and humanise the harshness of circumstances 
in life. He is currently undertaking his postgraduate studies in Art 
Therapy at LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore, with a research 
interest in art therapy in palliative care settings.

Ronald P.M.H. Lay (Singapore) 
MA, AThR, ATR-BC, EdD (candidate)

Ronald has over 24 years of mental health service in three distinct 
countries: Singapore, USA and Canada. He leads the postgraduate 
art therapy training at LASALLE College of the Arts, has initiated 
several innovative community arts projects, and provides 
consultation to various national/international organisations. 
Previously he provided art psychotherapy to adults within a large 
forensic mental health facility in California for 12 years. Ronald 
presents internationally on forensic mental health, older adults, 
wellness, and the development of art therapy in Asia.

Cath Lappin (Aust) 
BAVA, DipTAT, DipYW, TAA

Cath Lappin has spent the past 25 years using art to connect 
people with their individual creativity. She has 25 years experience 
as an established South Australian community artist and the past 
eight years as an art therapist. Cath has developed  art therapy 
services at Connected Self and leads a dynamic and busy 
art therapy team who specialise in working with children and 
adolescents. Cath is interested in consolidating a trauma-informed  
art therapy practice approach.
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FEES & HOW TO BOOK

Notes:
1. All prices are in Australian Dollars 
2. Early Bird ends 5 November 2017
3. Members’ prices apply to ACATA and ANZATA members only 

FEE SCHEDULE  1

HOW TO REGISTER
Registration must be completed online on the ANZATA website.  
Please go to www.anzata.org/Events/ and follow the easy steps.

If you have any questions please contact the Conference Committee – acata.anzataconference@gmail.com 

Please note:  
The masterclasses are not catered but there are plenty of options for lunch at the venue – see page 9.
Morning tea, afternoon tea and lunch is provided on the Saturday and Sunday of the conference. These are included in the 
registration fees for all participants. Dietary needs can be indicated in the registration process.

 Delegate type Earlybird2 Full price

Masterclass fees

 Members3 half day  $110 $150

 Members3 full day $190 $230

 Non-members half day $180 $220

 Non-members full day $300 $340

Conference fees

  Members3 $425 $475

 Non-members $525 $575

 Presenters $300 $350
 Students $300 $350
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